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Abstract— This paper report portrays the methods for 

investigating, planning, controlling and enhancing the 

material supply conveyance inside doctor's facilities. Because 

of expanding requests for patient supervision, the 

employments like supply of nourishment, drugs and so forth, 

has turned into a tedious procedure. In this way, a 

microcontroller based line following robot conveying 

solution can be intended for giving the drug to the patient at 

whatever point they require it. A line devotee robot is an 

electronic framework that can distinguish and pursue a line 

drawn on the floor. The robot utilizes IR sensors to detect the 

line, a variety of 3 IR LEDs and sensors, confronting the 

ground have been utilized in this setup. An IR sensor can be 

fitted close to the patient's bed to which association has been 

made with the robot as well. The switch for it tends to be 

actuated by the supply individual in the microcontroller itself. 

In the event that the switch is squeezed then a banner piece is 

set in the microcontroller, from which the robot pursues the 

line and reaches close to the patient and give the prescription 

to the patient. A nearness sensor can be appended with the 

robot so it recognizes any hindrance pre sent in their direction 

and can caution. The capacity to get somebody day and night 

is the best thing that this framework can do. This aides and 

improves the activity of material supply and furthermore 

decreases the manual routine work done by the healing center 

staff. This innovation centre’s around the conveyance of 

protected, auspicious, proficient, powerful, understanding 

focused medicinal services. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A line following robot is fundamentally a robot intended to 

pursue a line or way as of now pre-controlled by the client. 

This line or way might be as basic as a physical white line on 

the floor or as mind boggling way stamping plans e.g. 

implanted lines, attractive markers and laser control markers. 

Keeping in mind the end goal to distinguish these particular 

markers or 'lines', different detecting plans can be utilized. 

These plans may shift from basic ease line detecting circuit to 

broad vision frameworks. The decision of these plans would 

be reliant upon the detecting precision and adaptability 

required. From the modern perspective, line following robot 

has been actualized in semi to completely self-sufficient 

plants. In this condition, these robots capacities as materials 

transporter to convey items starting with one assembling 

point then onto the next where rail, transport and gantry 

arrangements are impractical. 

 Aside from line following capacities, these robots 

ought to likewise have the ability to explore intersections and 

choose which intersection to turn and which intersection 

overlook. This would require the robot to have 90 degree turn 

and furthermore intersection tallying abilities. To add on to 

the many-sided quality of the issue, sensor situating likewise 

assumes a job in upgrading the robots execution for the 

assignments said before. Line-following robots with pick-

and-position capacities are usually utilized in assembling 

plants. These proceed onward a predetermined way to pick 

the parts from indicated areas and place them on wanted 

areas. Essentially, a line-following robot is a self-working 

robot that recognizes and pursues a line drawn on the floor. 

The way to be taken is demonstrated by a white line on a dark 

surface. The control framework utilized must detect the line 

and man oeuvre the robot to remain on course while 

continually rectifying the wrong moves utilizing criticism 

component, along these lines shaping a straightforward yet 

successful shut circle framework. 

 
Fig. 1: Line Follower Robot 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

As of late a lot of time and exertion has been spent on creating 

frameworks to empower a self-governing robot to pursue a 

checked way utilizing a dream framework. Of course, the 

larger part of this exploration has been towards adjusting, or 

planning starting with no outside help, a full-sized street 

vehicle so it can drive on standard streets without human 

supervision. Because of the substantial measure of room 

accessible in a standard street vehicle, elite PCs can be 

utilized to perform complex picture preparing and, normally, 

to keep up a numerical model of the vehicle and the earth. 

Investigation into independent driving utilizing littler robots 

ordinarily tails one of two methodologies. In the principal 

approach a numerical model of the vehicle and its 

surroundings is created, tried in recreation, and afterward 

connected to a robot fabricated particularly for the reason. [3] 

 In the second methodology a blend of a visual 

servoing framework and a kinematic demonstrate is utilized, 

again the robot is normally outlined around the arrangement 

procedure. Because of the extent of these robots, the handling 

assets accessible are very restricted so less complex models 

and procedures, for example, visual servoing, are utilized to 

lessen the preparing load. The accompanying areas contain a 

short review of the exploration done in way following, 

including independent driving, and the examination in visual 

servoing that can be connected to way following for self-

ruling robots. The Embedded Line following robot utilizes 

two engines to control raise haggles single front wheel is free. 

It has 3-infrared sensors on the base for discovery of dark 
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following tape. At the point when the center sensor 

recognizes the dark shading, this sensor yield is given to the 

comparator. The yield of comparator contrasts this sensor 

yield and a reference voltage and gives a yield. The yield of 

comparator will be low when it gets a contribution from the 

sensor. We pursue a straightforward rationale to actualize this 

undertaking. As we probably am aware the dark shading is 

equipped for engrossing the radiation and white shading or a 

splendid shading mirrors the radiation back. The robot 

utilizes IR sensors to detect the line and course of action is 

made with the end goal that sensors is a simple flag which 

relies upon the measure of light reflected back and this simple 

flag is given to the comparator to deliver 1s. Give us a chance 

to accept that when a sensor is on the dark line it peruses 0 

and when it is on the brilliant surface it peruses. [4] 

 The line following route enhancement calculation 

proposed in this paper empowers the robot to study and adjust 

to its particular surroundings the first run through the robot is 

propelled keeping in mind the end goal to record various 

natural parameters to direct its development. The strategy is 

that the photoelectric sensor sees the power both on the 

ground and on the white rule and convert it to electrical signs. 

The simple electrical flag is then changed over to 

computerized motion by the AD sampler which is utilized as 

the contribution of the streamlining calculation. At long last, 

the best limit figured by the calculation can be set to 

recognize the ground and rules. This limit is identified with 

the present condition and can change as the encompassing 

changes. Likewise, the improvement calculation gives a 

sifting capacity to robot to channel through wrong inspected 

signs. The robot at that point investigates completely the past 

position data to get the genuine current position so wrong 

route judgment can be viably maintained a strategic distance 

from. In this way, this calculation significantly enhances the 

solidness and exactness of the robot.[1] 

 Adjusting robot would be an intriguing model or 

apparatus to show the understudy the essential rule of the 

control. The robot could keep up its standing position by 

controlling its tilt point by utilizing tilt sensor. It will be a 

perfect protest show the understudy mechatronics, which 

incorporates electronic gadgets and implanted control 

calculation. Two wheeled adjusting robot can adjust on its 

two haggles on its inside spot. This mobility permits route on 

the different territories, cross little advance or controls, and 

turn sharp corner less demanding. This robot additionally has 

a moderately littler impression contrasted and three or four 

wheeled-robots, along these lines empower it to movement 

around hallways and tight corners more easily.[5] 

 A line following robot is a robot intended to pursue 

a line or way foreordained by the client [1, 2, 3]. This line or 

way typically is a physical stamp on the floor. Line tracer will 

follow dim line on a white surface or the other way around. 

The sensors works with simple signs from the microcontroller 

and the computerized input is utilized to drive the engines. 

The engine works as indicated by the detecting yield and 

driver. These sorts of robot can work as material transporter 

to convey items starting with one assembling point then onto 

the next where rail or transport arrangements are impractical. 

The greater part of the lines following robots were outlined 

with various thoughts for diversion or training reason, robot 

races and other purpose.[1] 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

As of late, instructive mechanical autonomy has pulled in the 

high enthusiasm of educators and specialists as a significant 

apparatus to create subjective and social abilities for 

understudies. It has been broadly produced for understudies 

from primary school to secondary school to help learning in 

science, arithmetic, innovation, and informatics and other 

school subjects or interdisciplinary learning exercises. 

Through the outline, creation, get together and task of robots, 

instructive mechanical autonomy can bolster instructive 

exercises in fortifying particular regions of learning and 

abilities created by understudies. By utilizing it, the 

understudy will attempt to take in the present patterns in 

robotization innovation which is identified with the 

utilization of mechanical, electronic, control, and PC based 

programming. Adjusting robot would be a fascinating model 

or instrument to show the understudy the essential rule of the 

control. The robot could keep up its standing position by 

controlling its tilt point by utilizing tilt sensor. It will be a 

perfect protest show the understudy mechatronics, which 

incorporates electronic gadgets and installed control 

calculation. Two wheeled adjusting robot can adjust on its 

two haggles on its inside spot. This mobility permits route on 

the different landscapes, navigate little advance or checks, 

and turn sharp corner less demanding. This robot additionally 

has a generally littler impression contrasted and three or four 

wheeled robots, along these lines empower it to movement 

around passageways and tight corners all the more 

effortlessly. These abilities make it likewise has a potential in 

tackling numerous difficulties in industry and society. 

Adjusting robot needs a controller to keep up its upright 

position without outer help. Since its wheels can proceed 

onward the plane surface, in this way extra heading edge 

control to the robot influences the controller to end up more 

unpredictable. In this paper we propose a controller that joins 

the adjusting capacity of the robot with the speed controller 

to make the robot move at the coveted speed while keeping 

up its upright position. Line devotee controller additionally 

included the framework to make the robot to have the 

capacity to pursue the given rule. Those controllers are fell in 

the framework to make the robot ready to pursue the given 

rule at the coveted speed, while as yet keeping up its parity 

condition. Control of the line devotee adjusting robot is very 

testing since a solitary info compel needs to control the 

equalization, speed and controlling in a similar time. In this 

manner, for fruitful control of the robot, three factors, to be 

specific an adjusting edge, a directing point and its speed 

ought to be controlled appropriately to drive the speed of DC 

engine associated with the wheels. 

 
Fig. 3.1: System Architecture 
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IV. MATERIALS & METHOD 

A. Microcontroller 

Arduino Uno is a standout amongst the most famous 

prototyping sheets. It is little in size and pressed with rich 

highlights. The board accompanies worked in Arduino boot 

loader. It is an at mega 328 based controller board which has 

14 GPIO pins, 6 PWM pins, 6 Analog sources of info and on 

board UART, SPI and TWI interfaces. In this IOT gadget, 9 

pins of the board are used. There are six pins used to interface 

the character LCD. There are two pins used to interface the 

ESP8266 Wi-Fi Module and a simple information stick is 

utilized to associate the MQ-135 sensor. 

 
Fig. 4.1: Microcontroller 

B. Comparator 

Comparator is a gadget that thinks about two voltages or 

streams and yields a computerized flag demonstrating which 

is bigger. It for the most part thinks about the voltages 

between the modifying and non-rearranging terminals. An 

edge voltage is determined to the reference voltage in the 

operational speaker in upsetting or non-reversing terminal. 

On the off chance that another terminal voltage that is input 

voltage is more noteworthy than this limit voltage then it 

gives the yield. Furthermore, if the information voltage is less 

then limit voltage then it can't give any yield. The affectability 

of the sensor can be shifting by set an edge voltage in the 

comparator circuit. By utilizing this circuit an IR sensor can 

be utilized for low light emission and an IR nearness sensor 

for identify the snag from an extensive separation. 

 
Fig. 4.2: Block diagram of LM324 Comparator 

C. Sensors 

This framework utilizes IR producers and IR collectors for 

motivation behind both line recognition and furthermore in 

hindrance detecting. An Infra-Red sensor recognizes Infra-

Red light/white light from a specific protest/line and after that 

believers light vitality to electrical vitality. An IR sensor 

match comprises of a producer and an indicator. The producer 

is blue in shading and the identifier can be dark, dark or white 

in shading. 

1) IR Emitter 

An infra-red producer is a Light Emitting Diode (LED) 

produced using Gallium Arsenide. It distinguishes IR vitality 

at a wavelength of 880nm and emanates the equivalent. 

2) IR Detector 

An infra-red indicator is a photograph identifier. It 

distinguishes IR vitality transmitted by the producer and 

changes over it into electrical vitality 

 
Fig. 4.3: IR sensor 

D. Motor Driver 

Engine driver act like the ebb and flow speaker. It is use for 

controlling the current in the engine. The engine drive gives 

high present as the dc engine require when it gets low present 

in the circuit. For drive the engines a high estimation of the 

current is required. This module depends on the exceptionally 

prevalent L298 Dual H-Bridge Motor Driver Integrated 

Circuit. The circuit will enable you to effectively and 

autonomously control two engines of up to 2A each in the two 

headings and one stepper engine. 

 
Fig. 4.4: Motor Driver IC: L298 

E. Actuators (Motors & Wheels) 

For the correct development of the framework two dc engines 

has been utilized in the circuit and a castor wheel is appended 

in the front side of that Line Following Robot. Caster wheel 

empower the development of the robot is simple toward each 

path. Two dc engines toward the end side of the robot is 

controlled by the engine driver. For controlling the total 

framework a microcontroller is utilized, which set its banner 
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piece according to the diverse circumstances. What's more, 

this entire framework require a little power supply of 9 V, 

which can be given shape a battery. That is the reason this 

framework is savvy and works in low power supply. 

V. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

Denoting a couple of checkpoints and setting the IR sensors 

at these checkpoints and presenting banner bits in 

microcontroller for indicated area (goal hub), the robot was 

seen to achieve the stamped area with no issues. At the point 

when the framework recognizes any snag in its way then the 

dc engine quit pivoting and a signal is actuated with the 

assistance of microcontroller unit. The by and by utilized 

model can convey a heap of 250g. By utilizing the engines of 

higher rating payload is relied upon to increment. 

VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

The expense of medicinal services in India incredibly relies 

on the land and area of building, the framework, offices and 

talented staffs are required to keep up the costly hardware. In 

a nation like India, where the populace in humongous and the 

assets are rare, it turns out to be very hard to set up such broad 

ventures in each area. So what this framework gives is a 

substitute to the current framework with automated hardware, 

which can deal with assignments with lower per capita cost 

and better exactness. Line following robot based materials 

supply framework can assume an indispensable job in the 

field of accommodation. Line following robot's application 

over hardware building can't be disparaged. In India 

numerous individuals indicate hesitance to get conceded in a 

doctor's facility as a result of cost issues. The expense for fix 

can be lessened by utilizing the robots in government and 

private healing facilities. It very well may be exceptionally 

valuable for the patients also. Likewise, observing of each 

patient is exceptionally troublesome for the medical 

caretakers, given the way that there are not very many of 

them. So a camera can be set in the line following robot, from 

which the status for each patient can be handle from a solitary 

room. In the bed of the patient an accelerometer can be put 

from which if a patient show some kindness assault then that 

gadget can work an alert circuit. A GSM module can be put 

with the line following robot so that if any untoward episode 

happens then that framework can make a call to the specialist, 

it likewise helps the specialists for remote conclusion of 

patients notwithstanding when he is far from healing facility 

by remote nearness. The line devotee robots can likewise be 

extemporized by utilizing RFID labels with the goal that 

precision of the framework increments. Apply autonomy is 

huge field for the new development and research. By utilizing 

the robot continuously applications, a human services 

framework can be oversee in an adequately way. 
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